
More About Ken 

In 1985, Ken Medema launched Brier Patch Music, a small independent 
recording, publishing, and performance-booking company named after 
Brer' Rabbit's home in the legendary Uncle Remes stories. 

"Brer' Rabbit lived in a place not comfortable for anyone else," Medema 
said a few years ago, "and we have decided to follow him there." 

Ken has kept his promise! Using his special gifts as poet, singer, and 
musician, Ken Medema takes us where most other entertainers dare not go. 

Already, through his select but highly-praised concert and television 
appearances, Ken has established himself as a primary and prophetic new 
talent on the American musical scene. His words and music, often 

composed spontaneously before an audience, cut to the heart of the 

important issues facing this nation and the world. 

Alone on the stage with a grand piano, two state-of-the-art synthesizers, 
and an electronic percussion machine, Ken Medema creates a flood of 
sound and light that entertains, inspires, and informs. "If he had a- full 
orchestra to back him," exclaimed a vice president of the William Morris 

Agency after hearing Ken in performance, "it would only be extra 
baggage." Ken's comedic and satirical skills leave an audience laughing; 

his gifts as singer, poet, and story-teller evoke tears; deep, unexpected 

feelings; and powerful personal insights. 

Though blind from birth, Medema has demonstrated his extraordinary 
musical vision to a growing number of loyal fans across the nation and 
around the world. Invariably, his audiences reward Ken's final encore with 

enthusiastic applause and standing ovations. 



"We're reaching out," Ken announced at a press conference recently, "I love singing to real people 
on high school and college campuses, in state fair arenas and convention halls, in corporate meetings, 
annual conventions, training sessions, sales presentations." · 

During these past years on the road, Ken has demonstrated effectively that music can be used to do 
far more than sirnply entertain. His unique performance style works best among people who are 
gathered for a purpose. Their themes become his themes. Their concerns become his concerns. The 
issues and ideas they discuss inform and inspire his own improvisational genius. On the stage, Ken 
is entertainer, motivator, teacher, futurist, drill sergeant, trainer, host, cheerleader, prophet, insightful 

friend, member of the family, and master-of-ceremonies. Able to incorporate all of those roles, Ken 

is really a "blind photographer." 

"We thought we hired a singer," one company president recalls of a recent Medema appearance, 
"someone who could entertain our sales force between our presentations. But, when the lights dimmed 
and Ken began to sing and play he transformed our rather bland pitch into an experience of 
eloquence and inspiration." 

"He came to our university," a student body president told us. "We expected this blind singer, pianist 
to put on a wonderful show. Instead, he sang and played his way right into the heart of a problem 

that had our whole campus angry and divided. In just a few minutes, unsighted Ken had us 
simultaneously laughing and crying at our own blindness, holding hands and singing together in 
reconciliation." 

"We asked Ken to emcee our entire weekend's program," a state official remembers. "He used music 

to hold our event together, to make it work, to give us purpose and direction." 

"Our task force hired a motivational guru to inspire our national sales force," another company 
president recalls, "and we asked Ken to perform during the breaks. Ken turned out to be the real 
motivator. He had our people on their feet cheering! Next time, forget the guru. Book Ken!" 

Brier Patch Music and Concert Booking is drawing up Ken's concert schedule for 1994 and 1995. 
Imagine the contribution that he could make to an event that you are planning sometime during the 
next five years. Then call Ken's booking agent, Dave VanderMolen, about the possibilities. Ken is in 
the mood to reach out! Your meeting and the people you serve could be transformed in the process. 
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